
HARDWOOD



COLLECTIONS

BELLAGIO

NEWPORT

VINEYARD

Value-conscious wide-plank and patterned engineered 
hardwood flooring, without compromise.



BELLAGIO
This collection draws inspiration from the Lombardy region of Italy, the global hub of fashion and high-end style. True to its 
name, the Bellagio collection will transport you to Italy, with iconic colors and time-tested construction. Featuring a durable 
3 mm wear layer, wide planks with micro-beveled edges, and wire-brushing with a beautiful matte Urethane with Aluminum 
Oxide finish, each color in this collection evokes the romantic beauty of the coast of Lake Como. Invigorate your space and 
transport yourself to an illustrious Italian village with the Bellagio collection from Garrison.

COMO

MELZI

ROVENZA

PRIMO

ROVENZA CHEVRON

ROVENZA CHEVRON

WIDTH Chevron: 5 inches
Plank: 7-1/2 inches 

WEAR L AYER 3.0 mm 

LENGTH Chevron: 24-1/16 inches
Plank: Mostly 6 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 9/16 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

Chevron: 19.50 lbs
Plank: 42.00 lbsWEIGHT PER BOX

Chevron: 10.03 sq ft
Plank: 23.32 sq ftCOVER AGE PER BOX

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Ovation line of Garrison floors represents a new 

generation of stunning engineered hardwood flooring 
that pushes the boundaries of what is possible with rich, 
contemporary colors at competitive price points that 
cannot be beat and a reputation that cannot be matched.

Stylish. Modern. Innovative. 

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)



NEWPORT
Experience wide plank European Oak flooring and California vibes with our Newport Collection. Nationally renowned and 
installed in thousands of projects, there is a reason why this is one of our most popular collections. From the golden warmth 
of Pebble Beach, to the fresh charm of Shell Beach, every color in this collection is carefully crafted to give a relaxed, modern 
feel to any space. With a lightly wire-brushed face and precisely micro-beveled edges, every detail displays the understated 
beauty and quality of this floor at an unbelievable price point. The only problem you’ll have is choosing a favorite color from                                       
this stunning collection.

WIDTH 7-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 2.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 6 feet

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 1/2 inch SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 40 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX 23.32 sq ft

SHELL BEACH

SHELL BEACH

LAGUNA BEACH

DEL MAR

ZUMA BEACH

PEBBLE BEACH

CARMEL

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

GR ADE Select Character

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Ovation line of Garrison floors represents a new 

generation of stunning engineered hardwood flooring 
that pushes the boundaries of what is possible with rich, 
contemporary colors at competitive price points that 
cannot be beat and a reputation that cannot be matched.

Stylish. Modern. Innovative. 

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.



VINEYARD

BORDEAUX

PROSECCO

PINOT

CHIANTI

CHABLIS

CHABLIS

WIDTH 8-5/8 inches

WEAR L AYER 3.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 7 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 9/16 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 36 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 20.84 sq ft 

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Ovation line of Garrison floors represents a new 

generation of stunning engineered hardwood flooring 
that pushes the boundaries of what is possible with rich, 
contemporary colors at competitive price points that 
cannot be beat and a reputation that cannot be matched.

Stylish. Modern. Innovative. 

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

Inspired by the lush and verdant vines of the Loire Valley in France, this collection of European Oak colors will satisfy those with 
even the most discerning of tastes. Like a bottle of red or white wine, each color in this collection is the combination of the fruits 
of nature and the expertise of craft. Constructed from European Oak sourced from our best mills and crafted into wide planks 
up to seven feet long with ultra-durable 3 mm wear layers and micro-beveled edges, these floors are made to last. With a light 
wire-brush and Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish, these floors will impress, satisfy, and age like fine wine.



COLLECTIONS

CANYON CREST
CLIFFSIDE
DA VINCI
DU BOIS
FRENCH CONNECTION
GREEK ISLES
VILLA GIALLA

Exceptional wide-plank and patterned 
engineered hardwood flooring, built to last.



CANYON CREST
This collection fuses the beauty of nature with the grandeur of mountains, resulting in stunningly wide ten-and-a-quarter inch 
planks available in a variety of aesthetics. Each plank exhibits a unique texture created by wire-brushing the flooring, and the 
thick 4 mm wear layer ensures durability and longevity. With a wide range of nature-inspired colors to choose from and planks 
up to seven feet long in both Hard Wax Oil and Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish options, the sky is the limit with this 
superior collection.

FARWELL

FRASER

PARIA

MILLCREEK

GLENWOOD

WIDTH 10-1/4 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 7 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

PARIA

FINISH Varies (see below)

SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

WEIGHT PER BOX 47 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 24.63 sq ft 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

HARD WAX OILURETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

The Estate line of Garrison floors 
represents the pinnacle of superior 
construction and design in 
hardwood flooring. With wide plank 
options, stunning colors, and thick 
wear layers, flooring in our Estate 
collection is made for generations 
of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

ALUMINUM OXIDE HARD WAX OIL



CLIFFSIDE
Inspired by the scenic panoramas at nature’s edge, our Cliffside collection brings a renewed perspective and depth to a natural 
palette of premium engineered hardwood floors. These seven-and-a-half inch wide floors feature thick 4mm wear layers 
and long lengths for a clean, contemporary style. With elegant colors in both select and select character grades, Cliffside is a 
refreshing take on an old classic. Take the plunge and experience this carefully curated collection for yourself.

COOL MIST

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Estate line of Garrison floors represents the pinnacle 

of superior construction and design in hardwood 
flooring. With wide plank options, stunning colors, and 
thick wear layers, flooring in our Estate collection is 
made for generations of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

WIDTH 7-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 6 feet 3 inches

SPECIES European Oak, Walnut

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

GR ADE Varies (see below)

BEACH BLONDE
SELECT CHARACTER

WHITECAP COOL MIST
SELECT CHARACTER

WARM SAND
SELECT CHARACTER SELECT CHARACTER

STILLWATER
SELECT

SUMMER TAN SEA GLASS NATURAL WALNUTSUNRISE
SELECT SELECT CHARACTER SELECT CHARACTER SELECT CHARACTER

FINISH Matte Lacquer 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE European Oak: Light Wire-Brush
Walnut: Smooth 

COVER AGE PER BOX 23.32 sqf

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

(GLUE ASSIST)

WEIGHT PER BOX 45 lbs 



DA VINCI
This collection blurs the line between flooring and art, changing your perception of what is possible with craftsmanship and design. These 
exceptionally beautiful European Oak colors will find a place in the heart of every art critic with their elegant, natural tones, and superior 
construction. With a thick 4 mm wear layer and micro-beveled edges, each plank is constructed to look and perform, fitting a wide range of 
applications where style is paramount. With an inspiring range of aesthetic appeal and our ultra-durable Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish, 
each color is bound to leaving a lasting impression, like the great Leonardo Da Vinci himself.

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 9/16 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

CARRERA

NESSO PLANK

MARCELLO

NESSO HERRINGBONE

CARRERA

BIANCA

VECCHIO

WIDTH Herringbone: 5 inches
Plank: 7-1/2 inches

LENGTH Herringbone: 24-1/16 inches
Plank: Mostly 6 feet

WEAR L AYER Herringbone: 3.0mm
Plank: 4.0mm

Varies (see below)FINISH

WEIGHT PER BOX Herringbone: 19.50 lbs
Plank: 41.00 lbs
Herringbone: 10.03 sq ft
Plank: 23.32 sq ftCOVER AGE PER BOX

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

NATURAL OIL

URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

NATURAL OIL

URETHANE WITH ALUMINUM OXIDE

The Estate line of Garrison floors 
represents the pinnacle of superior 
construction and design in 
hardwood flooring. With wide plank 
options, stunning colors, and thick 
wear layers, flooring in our Estate 
collection is made for generations 
of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

ALUMINUM OXIDE NATURAL OIL



NATHALIE
WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED

CHANTAL
SMOOTH

ANASTASIA
WIRE-BRUSHED

DU BOIS
Project a bold and charming appearance in your space with this collection of stunning colors in character grade. Whether you 
decide to pair your flooring with rustic décor for a cozy feel or infuse modern elements for the ultimate contrast, your options 
are endless. Constructed with thick 4 mm wear layers, micro-beveled edges, long lengths, and paired with a UV Oil finish for the 
ultimate durability, the Du Bois collection combines the beautiful look of aged wood with the durable construction of ageless         
Garrison technology.

WIDTH 7-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 6 feet

GR ADE Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Varies (see below)

FINISH UV Oil

WEIGHT PER BOX 44 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 23.31 sq ft 

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Estate line of Garrison floors represents the pinnacle 

of superior construction and design in hardwood 
flooring. With wide plank options, stunning colors, and 
thick wear layers, flooring in our Estate collection is 
made for generations of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

BRIGITTE

GABRIELLE
WIRE-BRUSHED

EVELIEN
WIRE-BRUSHED WIRE-BRUSHED

BRIGITTE



FRENCH CONNECTION
From pastoral countrysides to bustling Parisian streets, a rich history of romance in the modern world comes alive with 
French Connection. Made exclusively from European Oak, this collection offers a broad spectrum of stunning colors in both 
Oil and Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finishes. With balanced widths, exceptionally thick wear layers, and some colors 
available with complementing patterned options, flooring in this collection achieves a natural yet elegant look that is as 
beautiful as any French love story.

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

Varies (see below)FINISH

CAFFE HERRINGBONE

Varies (see below)SURFACE TEX TURE

VINTAGE WHITE-WASH
VINTAGE WHITE-WASH 

CHEVRON PROVENCE CANEWOOD COGNAC

WIDTH Plank: 7 inches
Herringbone & Chevron: 5 inches

LENGTH Plank: Mostly 6 feet
Herringbone & Chevron: 24-1/16 inches

WEIGHT PER BOX Plank: 44 lbs
Herringbone & Chevron: 19.50 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX Plank: 20.70 sq ft
Herringbone & Chevron: 10.03 sq ft

WIRE-BRUSHED WIRE-BRUSHED WIRE-BRUSHED WIRE-BRUSHED SMOOTH
NATURAL OIL

CLOUD
WIRE-BRUSHED

ALUMINUM OXIDE

NATURAL OIL NATURAL OIL UV OIL

ST. TROPEZ CAFFE CAFFE HERRINGBONE LIMOGE
WIRE-BRUSHED WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND DISTRESSED WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND DISTRESSED WIRE-BRUSHED

ALUMINUM OXIDE NATURAL OIL NATURAL OIL UV OIL

NATURAL OIL

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

The Estate line of Garrison floors 
represents the pinnacle of superior 
construction and design in 
hardwood flooring. With wide plank 
options, stunning colors, and thick 
wear layers, flooring in our Estate 
collection is made for generations 
of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

ALUMINUM OXIDE NATURAL OIL & UV OIL



GREEK ISLES
These gorgeous floors feature striking nine-and-a-half wide inch planks, crafted from European Oak in Select grade material, 
making Greek Isles the most premium Garrison line yet. With clean tones ranging from bright honey to warm olive oil, transport 
yourself across the Mediterranean Sea to a place of breathtaking ruins and venerable architecture. With exceptionally thick 
4.5mm wear layers, these floors will stand the test of time and impress all who view them, like the historical treasures of Greece.

SANTORINI

CORFU

CRETE

MYKONOS

WIDTH 9-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.5 mm

LENGTH Mostly 7 feet

GR ADE Select

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Wire-Brushed

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 45 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX 22.74 sq ft

CORFU

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATIONThe Estate line of Garrison floors represents the pinnacle 

of superior construction and design in hardwood 
flooring. With wide plank options, stunning colors, and 
thick wear layers, flooring in our Estate collection is 
made for generations of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.



WIDTH 9 1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Mostly 7 feet 3 inches

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES European Oak

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

ALUMINUM OXIDE

VILLA GIALLA
Transport yourself into a luxurious Italian villa with this beautiful and charming collection of superior hardwood floors. One of 
our widest and longest European Oak lines, Villa Gialla features nine-and-a-half inch wide planks at mostly seven-feet-three inch 
lengths, with ultra-durable 4 mm wear layers. Available in both Oil and Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finishes, this wide range 
of spectacular, naturally inspired colors will help you create the ultimate statement in elegance and luxury.

CATANIA

BRESCIA

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

FINISH Varies (see below)

SURFACE TEX TURE Varies (see below)

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

COVER AGE PER BOX 22.74 sq ft 

WEIGHT PER BOX 46 lbs 

LA BELLE RIO

FLORENCE
WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED

ALUMINUM OXIDE

SMOOTH

WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED
HARD WAX OIL

WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED
NATURAL OIL ALUMINUM OXIDE

MONZA
LIGHT WIRE-BRUSHED

UV OIL

LIVORNO
WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED

ALUMINUM OXIDE

ROMANTIQUE
WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED

UV OIL

CATANIA
WIRE-BRUSHED + HAND-DISTRESSED

ALUMINUM OXIDE

VERONA
LIGHT WIRE-BRUSHED

UV OIL

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

The Estate line of Garrison floors 
represents the pinnacle of superior 
construction and design in 
hardwood flooring. With wide plank 
options, stunning colors, and thick 
wear layers, flooring in our Estate 
collection is made for generations 
of enjoyment.

Luxurious. Elegant. Quality. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

ALUMINUM OXIDE
HARD WAX OIL, 

NATURAL OIL, UV OIL



COLLECTIONS

CANTINA
CAROLINA CLASSIC
COMPETITION BUSTER
CONTRACTOR’S CHOICE
CRYSTAL VALLEY
EXOTICS
GARRISON II DISTRESSED
GARRISON II SMOOTH

Traditional engineered hardwood 
flooring, seeped in history.



CANTINA
As charming and bold as Spanish taverns of a bygone era, this collection brings out the old world with an uncommon 
authenticity. Using a plethora of time-tested tools and techniques to handcraft each unique seven-and-a-half inch wide 
plank, our artisans ensure each of these magnificent colors has a story to tell. Featuring a distressed face treatment 
accentuated with chatter and finished with our signature, ultra-durable Urethane with Aluminum Oxide coating, the 
flooring in this collection is engineered to stand the test of time and look timeless doing so.

MAPLE AGAVE

HICKORY CABO REEF

MAPLE PALOMA

HICKORY SPANISH COFFEE

WIDTH 7-1/2 inches

WEAR L AYER 2.0 mm 

LENGTH Up to 7 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES Hickory, Maple

THICKNESS 1/2 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Hand-Distressed with Chatter

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 48 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 26.00 sq ft 

HICKORY CABO REEF

EDGE DETAIL Hand-Scraped Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 



Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

CAROLINA CLASSIC
Inspired by the country charm of floors historically produced in North Carolina, each color in this collection has a personality of 
its own. By using a wide range of tools and techniques, we have created flooring that projects a beautifully stained and hand-
distressed appearance with the bonus of being incredible at hiding everyday wear and tear. Each five-inch wide engineered 
plank features hand-scraped beveled edges and is coated in an ultra-durable Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish. Choose 
from a variety of warm, natural tones and create a space that is as charming as it is timeless.

HICKORY BEAUFORT

MAPLE MONROE

MAPLE DURHAM

HICKORY CHARLOTTE

HICKORY SALEM

HICKORY SALEM

WIDTH 5 inches

WEAR L AYER 2 mm 

LENGTH Random, 1.5 feet to 4.5 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES Hickory, Maple

THICKNESS 1/2 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Hand-Distressed with Chatter

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 33 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 17.50 sq ft 

EDGE DETAIL Hand-Scraped Beveled

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
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MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 



BIRCH HARVEST

BIRCH SPICE

HICKORY VINTAGE

HICKORY ANTIQUE

BIRCH CHESTNUT

BIRCH TRUFFLE

COMPETITION BUSTER
This value conscious line allows you to enter the world of hardwood floors at a price point you won’t believe. Each five-inch 
wide engineered plank is heavily hand-distressed with a hand-scraped beveled edge and is finished with random chatter for 
the ultimate unique look. Available in six rich colors in both Birch and Hickory species and finished in a durable Urethane with 
Aluminum Oxide finish, you won’t find the look, value, and durability of Competition Buster anywhere else.

WIDTH 5 inches

WEAR L AYER 1.5 mm 

LENGTH Random, 1.5 feet to 4.5 feet

GR ADE Select Character 

SPECIES Hickory,  Birch

THICKNESS 3/8 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Hand-Distressed with Chatter

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 33 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX 26.25 sq ft

BIRCH HARVEST

EDGE DETAIL Hand-Scraped Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 



CONTRACTOR’S CHOICE
This line of unfinished engineered flooring is a canvas for your imagination. Milled to perfection from our most selective 
Premium grade of raw materials, the exceptionally thick 4 mm wear layer and engineered construction allows for installation 
directly over concrete. With options in White Oak, Red Oak, and Walnut, and square edge planks in various widths, the 
possibilities are endless. These incredible floors are eager to be custom stained and finished to meet your needs and suit your 
distinct style and demands.

WIDTH 2-1/4”, 5”, 7”

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Random, Up to 7 feet

GR ADE Premium

SPECIES White Oak, Red Oak, Walnut

THICKNESS 5/8 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Smooth

FINISH Unfinished

WEIGHT PER BOX 2-1/4” (All): 40 lbs, 5” (All): 34 lbs
7” (Walnut): 50 lbs, 7” (White Oak): 45 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX 2-1/4” (All): 20.68 sq ft, 5” (All): 17.50 sq ft
7” (All): 24.14 sq ft

PREMIUM WALNUT 5”

PREMIUM WHITE OAK 7”

PREMIUM RED OAK 2-1/4”

PREMIUM WHITE OAK 5”

PREMIUM WALNUT 5”

PREMIUM WHITE OAK 2-1/4”

PREMIUM WALNUT 7”

EDGE DETAIL Square Edge

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

UNFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL SPECIES

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at 
garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.



CRYSTAL VALLEY
This collection brings a sophisticated and elegant aesthetic that complements any space, whether it be contemporary and 
refined or traditional and inviting. With minimal divots and knots, and options in both Premium and Select grades, these 
smooth floors are all constructed from our highest quality raw materials and expertly finished with micro-beveled edges and 
our superior Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish. Whether you prefer the clean, crisp tones of maple, the amber hues of red 
oak, or the balanced color of white oak, we are crystal clear you will fall in love with Crystal Valley.

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Smooth

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX Varies

RED OAK NATURAL 5”

PRAIRIE WHEAT 5”

RED OAK NATURAL 3-1/4”

PRAIRIE WHEAT 3-1/4”

MAPLE NATURAL 5”

WHITE OAK NATURAL 5”

MAPLE NATURAL 3-1/4”

WHITE OAK NATURAL 3-1/4”

WEAR L AYER

GR ADE

WIDTH 3-1/4”, 5”

LENGTH Random, 1.5 feet to 4.5 feet

SPECIES Maple, White Oak, Red Oak

Maple 5”: 4.0mm
All Others: 2.2mm

THICKNESS Maple 5”: 9/16”
All Others: 1/2”

Maple: Premium
All Others: Select COVER AGE PER BOX 3-1/4”W: 22.40 sq ft

5”W: 17.50 sq ft

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 

WHITE OAK NATURAL 3-1/4”



EXOTICS
Sourced from alluring lands like Africa and Brazil, the Exotics Collection brings together a brilliant array of high-quality hardwood 
floors in a number of rare species. Each color comes in five-inch-wide engineered planks with light hand-distressing or a smooth 
finish for a truly unique and distinguished flooring experience. These deep, vibrant colors and fascinating grain patterns are 
made to last with a durable Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish and are backed by our industry leading Garrison warranty. 
Bring the world to your room and open your room to the world with the Exotics collection.

WIDTH 5 inches

WEAR L AYER 2.0 mm 

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES Varies (see below)

THICKNESS 1/2 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

ACACIA GOLD

ACACIA NATURAL

PATAGONIAN ROSEWOOD

TIGERWOOD

SAPELE NATURAL

CUMARU NATURAL

ACACIA BRONZE

BRAZILIAN CHERRY

ACACIA GOLD

SANTOS MAHOGONY

ACACIA BLACK WALNUT

LENGTH Acacia: Up to 4 feet
All Others: Up to 7 feet

SURFACE TEX TURE Acacia: Distressed
All Others: Smooth

Acacia: 49 lbs
All Others: 60 lbs WEIGHT PER BOX

Acacia: 29.53 sq ft
All Others: 34.94 sq ftCOVER AGE PER BOX

EDGE DETAIL Acacia: Pillowed Edge
All Others: Beveled Edge

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.



GII DISTRESSED
Experience the true beauty of nature down to the very grain with the Garrison II Distressed collection. These five-inch-wide 
engineered hardwood floors are available in a brilliant spectrum of species, colors, and grain variations, with micro-beveled 
edges and a lasting Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish. Nationally renowned and a Garrison staple for decades, this collection 
retains an incredible appreciation for the natural visual.

WIDTH 5 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Random, 1.5 feet to 4.5 feet

GR ADE Select Character

SPECIES Varies (see below)

THICKNESS 9/16 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Hand-Distressed

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX White Oak: 36 lbs 
All Others: 32 lbs

COVER AGE PER BOX 17.50 sq ft

MAPLE ESPRESSO

MAPLE SYRUP

HICKORY NATURAL

WHITE OAK AUTUMN

MAPLE WHEAT

MAPLE LATTE

HICKORY CHATEAU

WALNUT ANTIQUE

HICKORY SIERRA

MAPLE ESPRESSO

MAPLE CHESTNUT WALNUT NATURAL

EDGE DETAIL Pillowed Edge

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)



GII SMOOTH
Experience the beauty of nature down to the grain with the Garrison II Smooth collection. These five-inch-wide engineered 
hardwood floors are available in a brilliant spectrum of species, colors, and grain variations with micro-beveled edges and a 
lasting Urethane with Aluminum Oxide finish. Nationally renowned and a Garrison staple for decades, this collection retains an 
incredible appreciation for the natural visual. Garrison II Smooth features the most popular colors from the Garrison II Distressed 
collection with a smooth finish, giving a more refined look and a feel that is sure to be the spotlight of your interior space for 
many years to come.

WALNUT NATURAL

The Legacy line of Garrison floors represents decades of 
development in hardwood flooring with time-honored 
looks and a wide range of colors that will never go out 
of style and perform for years to come.

Traditional. Classic. Established. 

WALNUT NATURAL

MAPLE ESPRESSOHICKORY CHATEAU WALNUT ANTIQUE

MAPLE WHEAT MAPLE CHESTNUTHICKORY NATURAL

MAPLE SYRUP

Sample Variation Disclaimer: The beauty of hardwood flooring lies in natural variations in color, grain, and texture inherent in all wood products. Please expect variation in all flooring and understand that, 
although we color calibrate all of our photos, color may appear differently on different monitors, devices, and/or prints, and flooring will vary in hue and saturation based on differing lighting conditions. 
Samples that have been exposed to sunlight or naturally aged may differ slightly from the product received. Garrison accepts no liability for claims due to variations in color, grain, and/or character between 
samples and your installed floor. INSTALLATION IS ACCEPTANCE.

Installation Disclaimer: This flooring must be installed in accordance to our Installation Instructions, included in all cartons of our flooring. More detailed Installation Instructions can be found on our website 
at garrisoncollection.com. Improper installation will void your warranty.

Warranty Disclaimer: This flooring comes fully finished from the factory and requires no immediate surface treatment following installation. Improper installation or the use of improper products and/or 
cleaning methods will void your warranty. Please refer to full Care & Maintenance Guide available for this flooring at garrisoncollection.com.

Product Disclaimer: All measurements are nominal. Wear layer refers to top layer thickness prior to treatment. Wire-brushing and/or distressing may marginally affect wear layer thickness. All boxes include 
starter boards.

Order Disclaimer: We recommend buying all flooring at the same time for your project. Otherwise, we cannot guarantee matching flooring if adding to an order. In the event additional flooring needs to be 
ordered, flooring may differ in color, grain, texture, and/or size due to inherent variations in natural wood products. When ordering, always factor in at least one full box for any/all unforeseen damage that 
may occur during the life of your floor. Please consider and allow for a waste factor of 3-5% on normal layouts and 5-10% on detailed layouts such as 45-degree angles, patterns, border work, etc. Please also 
include end joint stagger and note that minor imperfections are to be cut off prior to installation.

www.garrisoncollection.com
(800) 300-5158 | info@garrisoncollection.com

SCAN WITH 
PHONE CAMER A FOR 
IMAGES AND MORE 
INFORMATION

MOULDINGS AVAIL ABLE

PREFINISHED STAIR TREADS AND RISERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM ORDERS.

INSTALL ATION

GLUE-DOWN NAIL/STAPLE FLOATING

T-MOULDING NOSING REDUCER BABY THRESHOLD

(GLUE ASSIST)

WIDTH 5 inches

WEAR L AYER 4.0 mm 

LENGTH Random, 1.5 feet to 4.5 feet

GR ADE Select

SPECIES Varies (see below)

THICKNESS 9/16 inch 

CONSTRUCTION Engineered 

SURFACE TEX TURE Smooth

FINISH Urethane with Aluminum Oxide

WEIGHT PER BOX 32 lbs 

COVER AGE PER BOX 17.50 sq ft 

EDGE DETAIL Micro-Beveled Edge
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